CARS PROFILE ID: 560085

PROFILE NAME:  ADRC Disability Ben Spec

DIVISION RESPONSIBLE:  DPH

PROFILE TYPE:  F – Contract Controlled

CONTRACT TYPE:  Other

REIMBURSEMENT PERCENTAGE:  100.000

LIMITATIONS:  N/A

EXPENSES ROLL TO THIS PROFILE FROM:  N/A

EXPENSES ROLL FROM THIS PROFILE TO:  560100

EXPENSES ALLOCATE TO THIS PROFILE FROM:  N/A

EXPENSES ALLOCATE FROM THIS PROFILE TO:  N/A

CATALOG OF FEDERAL DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE (CFDA) NUMBER:  N/A

PROFILE DESCRIPTION:  Only non-MA allowable Disability Benefit Specialists costs associated with Aging & Disability Resource Centers should be charged to this profile. Costs will roll from this profile to profile 560100 where the contract funding will reside.